Wildfire Mitigation at
Alderfer/Three Sisters Park
BACKGROUND
Jeffco Open Space (JCOS) will create a fuelbreak, per Colorado State Forest Service guidelines, within the Alderfer/
Three Sisters Park. The area being mitigated borders over 50 homes, covers 100 acres, and is scheduled for
completion by the end of 2021. This work adds to 34 acres of fuelbreak treatment already completed along Buffalo
Park Road in 2019/2020 and will contribute to our Conservation Greenprint goal for improving forest health on
1,000 acres of JCOS lands by the year 2025.
Fuelbreaks along roadways help create safe evacuation corridors for residents and access for first responders.
Fuelbreaks along JCOS boundaries reinforce neighborhood and private property mitigation work, allowing
firefighters to strategically engage a wildfire within the community. The importance of this wildfire mitigation
work was highlighted during the 2020 Elephant Buttes fire that burned so close to Alderfer/Three Sisters Park that
federal, state, and local firefighters used one of its meadows as a base camp.
While no treatment can eliminate the risk of wildfire entirely, this mitigation work will help protect residents,
wildlife, outdoor opportunities, and ecological services throughout the area.

Pre-treatment, with significant ground
level-fuels and canopy crowding.
(Buffalo Park Fuelbreak 2020)

Post-treatment, with lower limbs removed
and spacing between trees.
(Buffalo Park Fuelbreak 2020)

Slash piles will be created in some areas by
youth work crews. These will be masticated
(not burned) before 2022.

Some areas of the park will experience change as seedlings and saplings are removed during this project.
Treated areas will become more open as unnaturally dense pockets of growth are thinned. Under natural
conditions, low-intensity fire would remove these young trees. A century of wildfire suppression has caused an
ecologically unhealthy situation with higher catastrophic wildfire risk than would naturally occur in this area.
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For light maintenance such as pruning, JCOS engages
TeamWorks youth work group that provides outdoor
employment and education to underserved youth.

PROJECT DETAILS
• Visitors can expect to encounter rolling and
brief trail closures, loud equipment, and
temporary impacts such as rutting on the south
half of the park.
• Be aware of signs and respect closures!
• Dangerous equipment will be in use that may
cause flying debris and other hazards.
Please give crews space.
• Short-term impacts to the landscape will result
in long-term habitat enhancement.
• Results will look like the fuelbreak work done
in 2020 along Buffalo Park Road.

TIMELINE
Buffalo Park fuelbreak 34 acres—2019 to 2020
Boundary and tree marking—Spring 2021
Begin tree pruning and removal—Spring 2021
Estimated project completion—Fall 2021
Noxious weed, erosion, and impact mitigation—
Ongoing
Boundaries and timeline are subject to change.

CONTACT US
Questions?
Tony Auciello, Senior Forestry Specialist
tauciell@jeffco.us | 303.271.5927

Open Space

More Information
www.jeffco.us/3343
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